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This case study illustrates Fibreworks Composites’ 
competencies in design, development and manufacturing. 
The heritage they bring from having partnered in the 
manufacturing of the world’s safest and strongest  
seats for the motorsport and automotive sectors  
are now being implemented into the next generation  
of seats for aerospace and the emerging EVTOL  
(Electric Vertical Take Off) markets.

Fibreworks Composites has a full-service engineering 
staff coupled with full vertical integration from 
computer assisted engineering to high-rate production, 
including AS9100 certification at their newly open 
aerospace sister company Composite Factory. Fibreworks 
Composites has developed a unique snap-curing process 
to manufacture autoclave quality, pre-preg composite 
parts in minutes with compression molding technology. 
Components which can be rapidly adapted to this process 
processes are featured by an EVTOL demonstrator seat.

The objectives for the EVTOL demonstrator seat
› Comfort surfaces and ducting
› Structural restraint system integration
› Composite construction
› Simpler manufacturing
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Design Feature: Comfort Surfaces and Ducting 

Seat surfaces are critical to occupant safety, comfort and confidence  
in the product. The EVTOL seat sizing must be based on a wide range  
of sizes from the 5th percentile female to the 95th percentile male.  
Mild bolstering layers of thermoformed Creaform and Confor foam which  
were inspired by motorsport seating solutions for extra support and a  
snug feel while allowing for quick egress.  
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Design Feature: Structural Restraint System Integration

Shoulder Routing

Tension Reel & Mounting 

Lap Band Routing

Seat Mounting

Matte and glossy 
finish options

 
Air cooling line for Air conditioning  
through seat structure

Inertial reel and upper restraint, 
integral to seat structure

The restraint system consists of an integral 4-point 
restraint which includes hip and shoulder mountings 
connected to an inertial reel typical in rotorcraft  
seating solutions. Lightweight cooling ducts are  
easily added as an option for temperature control.

The location of attach points for seat to a  
potential aircraft structure where constructed here 
utilizing a rear cantilever positioning with metallic 
inserts co-molded directly into the structure.
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Composite Construction

All shell components are designed with a 
single draft direction and constructed in a  
two part closed mold process with materials 
which can be readily adapted to currently 
in production snap-curing CFRP processes 
(Carbon-fiber-reinforced polymers).  
The materials selected are an aerospace grade 
foam core for a high strength and stiffness to 
weight ratio. Reinforcement plies, thicker core, 
and co-laminated inserts are added for high 
stress areas. This combination of materials and 
design choices allow for the minimization of  
seat weight, while also being easily adaptable 
to high rate compression processes. 

Simpler manufacturing: Bonded Structure

The main structure of the seat is composed of a segmented design which 
was chosen specifically to facilitate ease of manufacture and high-volume 
production. Each individual segment was manufactured with scribe lines  
integral to the molding process to give operators precise areas to prepare 
(depicted in light grey) and bond the structure together.  
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www.fibreworkscomposites.com
+1 (704) 696 1084

info@fibreworkscomposites.com
Composite Factory: ISO9001/AS9100

Prototype Tooling Methodology

The prototype seat was constructed utilizing  
epoxy direct tools that provide a lower cost  
solution to validate and iterate on designs quickly.  
In a production setting cost effective aluminum  
tooling can be used to produce over thousands of  
parts with cycle times under 10 minutes.

Complex exoskeleton

2 parts mold

Tool Splits

The larger more complex exoskeleton was  
manufactured in one piece using a split tool  
while the simpler outer segments where formed  
in one curing operation utilizing a 2 part closed  
mold with integral core allowing for class A  
surfaces in one production operation. 


